
EVENTS CALENDAR

Spaces available
Masters in Communications
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
March 17 - 21, 2023

Online from Kona
Heaven’s Cross
Free! The beginning of the Apocalypse
March 22, 2023

Sold Out!
Master’s Circle
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
April 9 - 13, 2023

Only offered 1x year
Master’s Code Online
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
April 15 - 16, 2023

Spaces available
Staying in Grace
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
April 23 - 27, 2023

Spaces available 
Master’s Circle
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, Hawaii
May 14 - 18, 2023

Hosted by Geoff and Linda 
Sexual Energies School Online
Online from the CC Connection Center
June 16 - 18, 2023

Only offered 1x year
The Threshold Online
Online from the CC Connection Center
July 7 - 9, 2023

Annual Summer Celebration
August Shoud & Summer BBQ
Live from the CC Connection Center
August 5, 2023

Only offered 1X year
Kasama Online
Online from the CC Connection Center
August 11 - 13, 2023

FEATURED PRODUCTS AND EVENTS

TODAY’S MUSIC  Before showtime: Positive Reflection by 
Terry Devine-King • Opening: This Majestic Land by Michael Hoppe 
• Break music:  Sound Design - Hope Pastoral by Igor Dvorkin | 
Duncan Pittock | Ellie Kidd • Channel lead-in and credits music: 
Knocking on Heaven’s Door by Raign • Lead-in and credits video: 
CC Creative

Heaven’s Cross Part 2 - The Apolcalypse Now, because of humanity’s strong desire for 
change, an unprecedented level of consciousness allows gravity to begin lifting and the veil to 
begin dissolving. For humanity it means a quantum change that will evolve into every part of life. 
Adamus talks about the literal physics of creation, and how the very atomic structures on Earth 
will be affected by changes in time, space, gravity, and electromagnetics. Even science and 
human evolution will be altered as research and psychology are touched by what’s happening.

The Master Code Online - A new online class 
with Adamus Saint-Germain. The word “code” 
has many meanings in this workshop, includ-
ing an ancient code for enlightenment from 
the Temples of Tien, a set of energy commu-
nications or symbols, as well as a set of ethics 
and conduct for the new embodied Masters. 
Throughout the sessions, Adamus guides view-
ers to remember the Master Code within them, 
the code that has brought them through trials 
and tribulations of many lifetimes on the planet 
to this Time of Machines.

ALT SERIES
SHOUD 6

MARCH 4, 2023

Heaven’s Cross Part 3 - Questions & Answers (Free!) By answering more than fifteen ques-
tions, Adamus paints an inspiring picture of this profound change that is unfolding on planet 
Earth. It is an incredible time to let a whole new level of clear and pure energy serve you without 
limit. Free video, audio and text download.

Heaven’s Cross Part 1 - Preparing for the Opening  This first installment of the Heaven’s Cross 
series is in preparation for the actual opening of Heaven’s Cross. He says the effects of this mo-
mentous event will eventually be perceived by science bring a level of change to the planet not seen 
since the fall of Atlantis. The implications are far-reaching as many extraordinary potentials now 
become possibilities.Adamus describes the “perfect storm” on Earth – conflict, desire for freedom, 
and the light of consciousness – that is bringing about this massive change. It is the fulfillment of the 
Atlantean dream to create a planet where human and divine walk hand in hand. 


